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Rhythm of the Rain

Listen to the rhythm of the falling rain

Telling me just what a fool I’ve been

I wish that it would go and let me cry in vain

And let me be alone again

Now the only girl I’ve ever loved has gone away

Lookin’ for a brand new start

Little does she know that when she left that day

Along with her she took my heart

Rain please tell me now does that seem fair

For her to steal my heart 

away when she don’t care

Can’t love another when my

 heart’s somewhere far away

Listen to the rhythm of the falling rain

Tellin’ me just what a fool I’ve been

I wish that it would go 

and let me cry in vain

And let me be alone again

Rain please tell me now does that seem fair

For her to steal my heart 

away when she don’t care

Can’t love another when my

 heart’s somewhere far away

Listen to the rhythm of the falling rain

Tellin’ me just what a fool I’ve been

I wish that it would go 

and let me cry in vain

And let me be alone again

I wish that it would go 

and let me cry in vain

And let me be alone again  

I Can See Clearly Now the Rain is Gone

I can see clearly now the rain is gone

I can see all obstacles in my way

Gone are the dark clouds that had me blind

It’s gonna be a bright, bright sun shiny day

It’s gonna be a bright, bright sun shiny day

I think I can make it now the pain has gone

All of the bad feelings have disappeared

Here is that rainbow I’ve been prayin’ for

It’s gonna be a bright, bright sun shiny day

 

Solo 1: 

Solo 2:

Solo 3:

Solo 4:

5 hands flap/index @ chin, fall forward/bent hands finger tips touch

L hand flat, R 2 slides under/ ILY hand taps chest

flat hand flip from up to down/fist at chin, thumb under chin, pull forward

I hand/fists cross at chest/flat hand on chest

middle finger taps chest/flat hand flip from up to down

Cup hand behind ear/2 @ temple, down to fingers up/5 hands flap

index @ chin, fall forward/point to self/L index up, front of R fist bumps

I hand/C hand faces chest, slides down/ index side by side, point forward

Index fingers slide down cheek

Point to self/index finger facing chest, swirls

5 hands flap/index @ chin, fall forward/bent hands finger tips touch

L hand flat, R 2 slides under/middle finger taps chest

flat hand on shoulder, flip away/flat hand cross, slide apart

I hand/fists cross at chest/flat hand on chest

middle finger taps chest/ flat hand on shoulder, flip away

Cup hand behind ear/2 @ temple, down to fingers up/5 hands flap

index @ chin, fall forward/point to self/L index up, front of R fist bumps

I hand/C hand faces chest, slides down/ index side by side, point forward

Index fingers slide down cheek

Point to self/index finger facing chest, swirls

I hand/C hand faces chest, slides down/ index side by side, point forward

Index fingers slide down cheek

Point to self/index finger facing chest, swirls

Solo 5:

Solo 6:

Solo 7:

E fingers facing, swipe to 5 hands/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

E fingers facing, swipe to 5 hands/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

Solo 8:

Solo 9:

Solo 10:

E fingers facing, swipe to 5 hands/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising
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Look all around, there’s nothing but blue skies

Look straight ahead, there’s nothing but blue skies

I can see clearly now the rain is gone

I can see all obstacles in my way

Gone are the dark clouds that had me blind

It’s gonna be a bright, bright sun shiny day

It’s gonna be a bright, bright sun shiny day

It’s gonna be a bright, bright sun shiny day

V hand points out/bent hands R goes ahead of L/flat hands arc above head

V hand points out/bent hands R goes ahead of L/flat hands arc above head

K hand middle finger taps cheek/5 hands flap/claw hand pull to O

K hand middle finger taps cheek/flat hands form X

claw hand pull to O/open hands swirl above head/hooked V tap under nose

E fingers facing, swipe to 5 hands/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

E fingers facing, swipe to 5 hands/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

E fingers facing, swipe to 5 hands/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising


